Assembly Instructions

1. Rivet, bolt, or fasten Bandolier Strap A to Bandolier strap B at the connection holes “e” and “f”

2. Fold Leather along dotted lines at Fold 1. Slip metal D-Ring onto leather at fold. Rivet/bolt/fasten corresponding holes marked with the same letters, therefore securing D-Ring into leather loop.

3. Repeat same procedure for Fold 2 on the “Sling Strap”, but secure the strap on the opposite side of the “D” ring

4. Fold Holding Strap at Folds 3 and 4, then rivet/bolt/fasten at hole “k”. Slip Holding Strap onto bandolier strap.

5. Attach the 5 pouches to the bandolier by folding the pouches so that all the connection holes for each letter line up with the corresponding connection hole on the bandolier. Rivet, bolt, or fasten the holes as you see fit.
6. Fold Leather along dotted lines at Fold 5. Slip metal “buckle” into leather at fold. Rivet/bolt/fasten leather together at hole “L”.

7. Secure the unattached end of the Sling Strap through the buckle and your bandolier is complete.